AIM: Between the Wars: The Struggle for Security and the Rise of the Nazi Party

1914-18
1919

World War I
The autocratic gov’t of the Kaiser escaped blame because it
was not the one that signed the Treaty of Versailles

Kaiser Wilhelm II abdicates

WEIMAR Government Established




Parliamentary Democracy
Elected president
DOOMED TO FAILURE—WHY?






Weimar reps signed the Treaty—the “diktat”
Blamed for the problems and humiliation that follows
Mutli-party gov’t system = too many competing for
power—no real majority—must try and govern
through “coalitions”
George Grosz/Otto Dix—remember what their works
say about post WWI Germany

Treaty of Versailles




1922

1923

Revenge (France/Britain) vs. A Lasting Peace (U.S.)
“A foundation built on quicksand”
LEADS TO WORLD WAR II! - Conditions?








War guilt clause
Reparations—set at $33 B
Loss of colonies
Loss of territory—”Alsace-Lorraine”
Arms reductions
Rhineland “demilitarized” zone

Germany can’t make REPARATION payments
French response?

Sends troops into Germany to occupy the Ruhr region—vital region of coal mining and industry

German response?




“passive resistance” - German workers strike
Result is huge jump in Germany unemployment

German Economic Conditions at Their Worst!!

INFLATION—Why?

Beer Hall Putsch







MEIN KAMPF written

Germans decide to PRINT MONEY!
- must deal with economic issues due to Ruhr occupation
- pay striking German workers and provide relief
Hitler’s attempted overthrown of the German gov’t in Munich
Fails—Hitler given a 5 yr. sentence (serves 13 months)
Realization that he could not use force to make changes—he
would have to work within the political electoral system = “path to
legitimacy”











“My Struggle”
Terror succeeds
Propaganda is a must—keep message simple and repetitive
Use of scapegoats
Must have a single powerful leader
“Lebensraum” - need elbow room/living space to the East
Slavs are “sub-human”
Anti-Semitism
Germans = “master race”
France must be destroyed

1924

DAWES PLAN
Conditions?





1925



Cooperation between the two countries as they recognize borders—people
thought this signaled an new era of European peace

KELLOGG-BRIAND PACT



United States (Frank Kellogg) and France (Aristide Briand)
Sixty three nations “renounce war as an instrument of Foreign policy

GREAT DEPRESSION
Effects on Germany?

1932



French withdraw from the
Ruhr
Economy turns around for
Germany
1924-1929 = Prosperity

Germany (Gustav Stresemann) and France (Aristide Briand)
Purpose?

1929


Results?

LOCARNO TREATY— “Spirit of Locarno”


1925

Reduced reparations
Ties to ability of Germans
to pay—GDP
U.S. gives $200 M in loans







Germany hurt as markets for its exported good dry up
Production falls as there is no demand for goods
Remember the “tangled system of war debts”
Collapse of loans—loans stop and U.S. calls for re-payment
Germans cannot pay Britain and France as well who in turn
cannot pay back war loans to U.S.

NAZIS BECOME THE LARGEST PARTY IN THE GERMAN PARLIAMENT (Reichstag)

Support for Nazi Party increases greatly as a result of the Great Depression!!! People are looking for strong leadership and solutions to their problems—people are
increasingly willing to trade social and political freedom for economic prosperity
1933

HITLER APPOINTED CHANCELLOR

1934

Hitler has ENABLING ACTS passed



Death of President von Hindenburg
Provisions of Enabling Acts:
- all political parties outlawed
- unions are outlawed
- Hitler given dictatorial powers = “emergency powers” for four years to deal
with the crisis in Germany

